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Includes new books by:
Andrew Caldecott
James S A Corey
Greg Egan
Mark Lawrence
Ian McDonald
Christopher Moore
Hannu Rajaniemi
Alastair Reynolds
Adrian Tchaikovsky
… and many others.
All the books in this catalogue
are new books due for release in
April 2019.
Because they are new books, we are at
the whim of the publishers and, to some
extent, the shipping companies – books
can sometimes arrive later (or earlier)
than, or occasionally be a different retail
price than originally quoted. Because
space is a luxury, we bring in limited
quantities of books. Prices are subject to
change without notice.
Please reserve copies of
anything you want so you
don’t miss out – ASAP!
If a book has sold out by the time we
receive your order, we will back-order and
supply, when available.
Pulp Fiction has access to thousands
of books not shown in our monthly
catalogues. We are only too happy
to order anything if we don’t have it
on the shelves.
If you can’t make it into the shop, you can
post, phone, or e-mail your order. We
accept Mastercard, Visa, AMEX, cheques
and Australia Post Money Orders.
Approximate current postage
(base rate), within Australia, is:
1–2 paperbacks
(up to 500 grams), $8.30.
2–10 paperbacks or any
trade paperbacks or hardcovers,
within Brisbane, is $10.85.
Outside Brisbane metro area
(over 500 grams up to 3 kilos), $13.40.
Anything above 3 kilos charged at
Australia Post rates.
If your order is over $100, we recommend
adding Australia Post insurance, which is
charged at $2 per $100 of value.
Until next time, good reading!
Ron and Leanne
Abbreviations used in this catalogue:
PBK = ‘A’ & ‘B’ format (standard size) paperback
TP = ‘B+’ & ‘C’ format (oversize) paperback
HC = Hardcover or cloth binding

FLAME IN THE MIST 02: SMOKE IN THE SUN
AHDIEH, Renée
After Okami is captured in the Jukai forest, Mariko has no choice
– to rescue him, she must return to Inako and face the dangers
that have been waiting for her in the Heian Castle. She tricks her
brother, Kenshin, and betrothed, Raiden, into thinking she was
being held by the Black Clan against her will, playing the part of
the dutiful bride-to-be to infiltrate the emperor’s ranks and uncover
the truth behind the betrayal that almost left her dead… The sequel
to Flame in the Mist (PBK, $16.99).
YA fantasy
PBK
$16.99

THE DOLLMAKER
ALLAN, Nina
Stitch by perfect stitch, Andrew Garvie makes exquisite dolls, in
the finest antique style. Like him, they are diminutive, but graceful,
unique and with surprising depths. Perhaps, that’s why he answers
the enigmatic personal ad in his collector’s magazine. Letter by
letter, Bramber Winters reveals more of her strange, sheltered life
in an institution on Bodmin Moor, and the terrible events that put
her there as a child. Andrew knows what it is to be trapped; and
as they knit closer together, he weaves a curious plan to rescue
her. On his journey through the old towns of England he reads the
fairy-tales of Ewa Chaplin – potent, eldritch stories which, like her
lifelike dolls, pluck at the edges of reality and thread their way into
his mind. When Andrew and Bramber meet, at last, they will have a
choice – to remain alone with their painful pasts or break free and,
unlike their dolls, come to life…
Fantasy
TP
$32.99

XEELEE: REDEMPTION
BAXTER, Stephen
Science fiction

PBK

$22.99

ERIC CARTER 04: FIRE SEASON
BLACKMOORE, Stephen
Urban fantasy

PBK

$21.95

THE SUBJUGATE
BRIDGEMAN, Amanda
In a small religious community rocked by a spree of shocking
murders, Detectives Salvi Brentt and Mitch Grenville find
themselves surrounded by suspects. The Children of Christ have
a tight grip on their people, and the Solme Complex neurally edit
violent criminals – Subjugates – into placid servants, called Serenes.
In a town where purity and sin, temptation and repression live
side by side, everyone has a motive. But as the bodies mount up,
the frustrated detectives begin to crack under the pressure: their
demons are coming to light, and who knows where that blurred line
between man and monster truly lies.
SF thriller
PBK
$21.99

THE PARABLE OF THE SOWER
BUTLER, Octavia E
Dystopia (reissue)

TP

$33.95

ROTHERWEIRD 02: WYNTERTIDE
CALDECOTT, Andrew
Someone is playing a very long game. Disturbing omens multiply:
a funeral delivers a cryptic warning; an ancient portrait speaks; the
Herald disappears – and democracy threatens the uneasy covenant
between town and countryside. Geryon Wynter’s intricate plot,
centuries in the making, is on the move. Everything points to one
objective: the resurrection of Rotherweird’s dark, Elizabethan
past – and to one date: the Winter Equinox. Wynter is coming…
‘Intricate and crisp, witty and solemn. Line by line, silent and adroit,
it opens a series of trap doors, in the reader’s imagination.’ – Hilary
Mantel. The sequel to Rotherweird (PBK, $22.99). Recommended.
Fantasy
PBK
$22.99

SHATTERED REALMS 03: STORMCASTER
CHIMA, Cinda Williams
YA fantasy

TP

$19.99

ELDEST CURSES 01:
THE RED SCROLLS OF MAGIC

must grapple with their growing feelings for each other… The first
in a new series.
SF adventure
TP
$33.95

EXPANSE 08: TIAMAT’S WRATH
COREY, James S A
This great sf series continues. Recommended!
Science fiction
TP

DALGLISH, David
Devin Eveson is a Soulkeeper, traveling through remote villages
as a priest and healer. But when a mysterious black water washes
over the world, the veil is torn, flooding the land with ancient magic
and forgotten races. And not all the creatures that have reawakened
remember humanity, fondly. As the land grows increasingly
dangerous and chaotic, Soulkeepers are turning up dead. Devin
must set aside his words of peace and accept his new role: slayer of
monsters and protector of the human race. The first in a new series.
Fantasy
PBK
$19.99

STRONGER, FASTER, AND MORE BEAUTIFUL
DAYTON, Arwen Elys
A novel in six interconnected parts about what it means to be human
– and where those boundaries lie. Explore the possible consequences
of advanced medical breakthroughs – set in our world, spanning
the near to distant future – and how they may shape and reshape
humanity. From organ donation to plastic surgery to full, bodily
reconstruction, these stories take you by your (for now, organic)
hand and lead you into a future, where the line between person and
machine becomes increasingly blurred. Just try to disconnect.
Science fiction
PBK
$19.99

THE BEAUTY OF THE WOLF
DELANEY, Wray
In the age of the Faerie Queene, Elizabeth I, Lord Francis
Rodermere starts to lay waste to a forest. Furious, the sorceress
who dwells there scrawls a curse into the bark of the first oak
he fells. Ten years later, Lord Rodermere’s son, Beau is born
– and all who encounter him are struck by his great beauty.
Meanwhile, many miles away, in a London alchemist’s cellar
lives Randa – a beast deemed too monstrous, to see the light of
day. And, so, begins a timeless tale of love, tragedy and revenge…
A retelling of Beauty and the Beast.
Fairy-tales retold
TP
$32.99

GREAT GOD’S WAR 02: THE WAR WITHIN
DONALDSON, Stephen
Now, the terrible war that King Bifalt and Queen Estie feared
is coming. An ancient enemy has discovered the location of the
Last Repository, and a mighty horde of dark forces is massing
to attack the library and take the magical knowledge it guards.
That horde will slaughter every man, woman, and child in its
path, destroying both Belleger and Amika… The sequel to
The Seventh Decimate (PBK, $22.99).
Fantasy
TP
$32.99

AMBERLOUGH DOSSIER 03: AMNESTY
DONNELLY, Lara Elena
The conclusion of the glam spy trilogy, following Amberlough
(PBK, $23.99) and Armistice (PBK, $22.99).
Fantasy espionage
TP
$29.99

CHRONICLES OF GHADID 01:
THE PERFECT ASSASSIN
DOORE, K A
The assassins of Ghadid serve a higher power, dispensing
justice in the shadows. Or, so, Amastan has been taught. Until,
unexpectedly, Amastan finds the body of a very important drum
chief. Until, impossibly, fellow assassins are being killed off.
Until, inevitably, Amastan is ordered to solve these murders.
Even worse, the jaan of the murdered start roaming the dusty
streets of Ghadid: restless spirits seeking any body, to possess…
This debut novel is the first in a series.
Fantasy
TP
$26.99

CLARE, Cassandra & CHU, Wesley
Now, Magnus and Alec must race across Europe to track down the
Crimson Hand and its elusive new leader before the cult can cause
any more damage. As if it wasn’t bad enough that their romantic
getaway has been side-tracked, demons are now dogging their every
step, and it is becoming harder to tell friend from foe. As their quest
for answers becomes increasingly dire, Magnus and Alec will have
to trust each other, more than ever – even if it means revealing
the secrets, they’ve both been keeping. The first in a new series,
following the Mortal Instruments series.
YA fantasy
TP
$35.00

THE BOOK OF MAGIC, PARTS ONE & TWO
(ANTHOLOGY)

BLACKWOOD & VIRTUE 01: WINDS OF MARQUE

LONG GAME 02: MORHELION

COLES, Bennett R
In a dense star cluster, the solar winds blow fiercely. The star
sailing ship HMSS Daring is running at full sheet with a letter
of marque, allowing them to capture enemy vessels involved in
illegal trading. Sailing under a false flag to protect the ship and
its mission, Daring’s crew must gather intelligence that will lead
them to the pirates’ base. Posing as traders, Daring’s dashing
second-in-command Liam Blackwood and brilliant quartermaster
Amelia Virtue infiltrate shady civilian merchant networks,
believing one will lead them to their quarry. But their mission is
threatened from within their own ranks when Daring’s enigmatic
captain makes a series of questionable choices, and rumblings of
discontent start bubbling up from below decks, putting the crew
on edge and destroying morale. On top of it all, Liam and Amelia

$32.99

KEEPERS 01: SOULKEEPER

WICKED SAINTS
DUNCAN, Emily A
When Nadya prays to the gods, they listen, and magic flows through
her veins. For nearly a century the Kalyazi have been locked in a
deadly holy war with Tranavian heretics, and her power is the only
thing that is a match for the enemy’s blood magic. But when the
Tranavian High Prince, and his army invade the monastery she is
hiding in; instead of saving her people, Nadya is forced to flee the
only home she’s ever known, leaving it in flames behind her, and
vengeance in her heart… The plan? Assassinate the king and stop
the war. In order to save her people, Nadya must now decide whether
to trust the High Prince – her country’s enemy – or the beautiful
boy with powers that may ignite something – far worse than the
war they’re trying to end.
YA fantasy
HC
$24.99

TALES OF RENTHIA 01: THE DEEPEST BLUE
DURST, Sarah Beth
The natural magic of the classic The Island of the Blue Dolphins
meets the danger and courage of The Hunger Games in this intricate
stand-alone fantasy novel, set in the author’s world of Renthia.
Fantasy
HC
$32.99

RUIN’S WAKE
EDWARDS, Patrick
A world ruled by a totalitarian government, where history has been
erased and individual identity is replaced by the machinations of the
state. An old soldier in exile embarks on a desperate journey to find
his dying son. A young woman trapped in an abusive marriage with
a government official finds hope in an illicit love. A female scientist
uncovers a mysterious technology that reveals that her world is more
fragile than she believed.
Science fiction
PBK
$19.99

PERIHELION SUMMER (NOVELLA)
EGAN, Greg
Taraxippus is coming: a black hole, one tenth the mass of the sun,
is about to enter the solar system. Matt and his friends are taking
no chances. They board a mobile aquaculture rig, the Mandjet, selfsustaining in food, power and fresh water, and decide to sit out the
encounter, off shore. As Taraxippus draws nearer, new observations
throw the original predictions for its trajectory into doubt, and by
the time it leaves the solar system, the conditions of life across the
globe will be changed… forever. A 192pp Tor.com novella.
Science fiction
PBK
$21.99

GHOSTWALKERS 15: TOXIC GAME
FEEHAN, Christine
Paranormal romance

TP

$29.99

RING OF FIRE 26: 1637:
THE POLISH MAELSTROM
FLINT, Eric
Alternate history

HC

$49.95

THE QUITE NICE AND FAIRLY ACCURATE
GOOD OMENS SCRIPT BOOK
GAIMAN, Neil
Also available now, The Quite Nice and Fairly Accurate
Good Omens TV Companion (HC, $55.00).
Good Omens
TP

$32.99

FOLK (COLLECTION)
GILBERT, Zoe
On a remote and unforgiving island, lies a village unlike any other.
In Neverness, a girl might be snatched by a water bull and dragged
to his dark lair; and Jack Frost can take his chilling revenge on a
jealous sister. A babe is born, with a wing for an arm; and children
ask their fortunes of an oracle ox. The beliefs and rituals of the
islanders conjure their own dark spirits, flying with the red kites at
night or stalking lustful boys through the gorse maze. While the
villagers live out their own tales, magic always lurks, blighting and
blessing lives in equal measure. A collection of stories exploring the
remote, rocky island of Neverness, and its singular inhabitants.
Folklore/short fiction collection PBK
$19.99

CHILDREN OF D’HARA 01: THE SCRIBBLY MAN

DOZOIS, Gardner (editor)
Includes stories by K J Parker, Megan Lindholm, John Crowley,
Tim Powers, Liz Williams, Elizabeth Bear, George R R Martin,
Kate Elliott, Scott Lynch, and more.
Fantasy
PBK
$22.99 each

GOODKIND, Terry
After centuries of bitter feuds and bloodshed, First Wizard Richard
and Mother Confessor Kahlan have engineered a fair, peaceful
kingdom. But they receive a threat that will destroy everything they
have fought for.
Fantasy novella
HC
$18.99

RCN 12: THOUGH HELL SHOULD BAR THE WAY

SUNSURGE QUARTET 03: HEARTS OF ICE

DRAKE, David
Military SF

HAIR, David
The third in the quartet follows Empress of the Fall and
Prince of the Spear (PBK, $19.99 each).
Fantasy
TP

PBK

$21.95

DULLEY, Dominic
Orry Kent may not have stopped the war between the Ascendancy
and the alien Kadiran, but at least she saved the Grand Fleet from
immediate annihilation. Now, she just wants to get on with her own
life. The conflict feels a long way away – until a con turns sour,
and she finds herself drawn into the very heart of the war. When
a dying agent of the emperor’s shadowy Seventh Secretariat tells
Orry there’s a traitor at the highest levels of the Ascendancy, she
has little choice but to take on the mission. Which is why she finds
herself stranded among the floating bubble habitats of Morhelion,
where pollution-spewing smokers ply their trade in the beautiful
but toxic atmosphere. The hunt is on… The sequel to Shattermoon
(PBK, $19.99). This series has had some great customer feedback.
Space opera
TP
$32.99

$32.99

TALES OF PELL 02:
NO COUNTRY FOR OLD GNOMES
HEARNE, Kevin & DAWSON, Delilah S
It takes only one halfling bomb, and Offi Numminen’s world is
turned upside down – or downside up, really, since he lives in a
hole in the ground. His goth cardigans and aggressive melancholy
set him apart from the other gnomes, as does his decision to fight
back against their halfling oppressors. Suddenly, Offi is the leader
of a band of lovable misfits and outcasts; all on a journey to the
Toot Towers to confront the dastardly villain, intent on tearing
Pell asunder… The sequel to hugely-popular Kill the Farm Boy
(TP, $31.95). Great fun!
Fantasy/parody
HC
$49.95
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THE LIGHT BRIGADE

NOIR

EMBERS OF WAR 02: FLEET OF KNIVES

DOGGERLAND

HURLEY, Kameron
The Light Brigade: it’s what soldiers fighting the war against
Mars, call the ones, who come back… different. Grunts in the
corporate corps get busted down into light to travel to, and from,
interplanetary battlefronts. Everyone is changed by what the
corps must do, in order to break them down into light. Those who
survive learn to stick to the mission brief – no matter what actually
happens during combat. Dietz, a fresh recruit in the infantry,
begins to experience combat drops that don’t sync up with the
platoon’s. And Dietz’s bad drops tell a story of the war that’s not at
all what the corporate brass want the soldiers to think is going on…
Hurley’s latest has had critical raves.
Military SF
PBK
$21.99

MOORE, Christopher
San Francisco, 1947. It’s not every afternoon that an enigmatic,
comely blonde named Stilton (like the cheese) walks into the scruffy
gin joint, where Sammy ‘Two Toes’ Tiffin tends bar. It’s love, at first
sight – but before Sammy can make his move, an Air Force general
named Remy arrives, with some urgent business. Meanwhile, a
suspicious flying object has been spotted up the Pacific coast in
Washington State near Mount Rainer, followed by a mysterious
plane crash in a distant patch of desert in New Mexico that goes by
the name Roswell. But the real weirdness is happening on the streets
of the City by the Bay… Great fun, recommended!
Urban fantasy
TP
$29.99

POWELL, Gareth L
The Marble Armada has called for Ona Sudak to accompany its
ships, as observer and liaison; as it spreads itself across the human
Generality, enforcing the peace – at all costs. A follow-up to
Embers of War (PBK, $19.99).
Military SF
PBK
$19.99

SMITH, Ben
In the North Sea, far from what remains of the coastline, a wind
farm stretches for thousands of acres. The Boy, who is no longer
really a boy, and the Old Man, whose age is unguessable, are
charged with its maintenance. Land is only a memory. So, too,
is the Boy’s father, who worked on the turbines before him, and
disappeared. The boy has been sent by the Company to take his
place; but the question of where he went, and why, is one for which
the Old Man will give no answer. As the Old Man dredges the sea
for lost things, the Boy sifts for the truth of his missing father…
Dystopia
TP
$29.99

ILLUMINAE

BLACK STAR RENEGADES 02: WE ARE MAYHEM

KAUFMAN, Amie & KRISTOFF, Jay
The year is 2575, and two rival mega-corporations are at war over a
planet that’s little more than an ice-covered speck at the edge of the
universe. Too bad, nobody thought to warn the people living on it.
With enemy fire raining down on them, exes Kady and Ezra – who
are barely even talking to each other – are forced to fight their way
onto the evacuating fleet, with an enemy warship in hot pursuit.
The first in the Illuminae Files series, now in paperback.
YA science fiction
PBK
$19.99

MORECI, Michael
In response to losing the crown jewel of its fleet, the evil Praxis
empire has vengefully reinforced its tyranny across the galaxy –
but its rule won’t be had so easily. Led by hotshot pilot Kira Sen,
a growing rebel force stands in the way of Praxis’s might. Not only
do they possess the will to fight for galactic freedom, they also
possess the ultimate ace in the hole: the mythical Rokura, the most
powerful weapon ever known… A sequel to Black Star Renegades
(PBK, $24.99).
Space opera
HC
$39.99

RAJANIEMI, Hannu
In 1938, death is no longer feared but exploited. Since the discovery
of the afterlife, the British Empire has extended its reach into
Summerland, a metropolis for the recently deceased. Yet, Britain
isn’t the only contender for power, in this life and the next. The
Soviets have spies in Summerland, and the technology to build their
own god. When SIS agent Rachel White gets a lead on one of the
Soviet moles, blowing the whistle puts her hard-earned career at
risk… Rajaniemi is fantastic, and we recommend Summerland!
Science fiction
PBK
$19.99

DARK TALENTS 03: NEST OF THE MONARCH

THE WITCH’S KIND

KENYON, Kay
Paranormal suspense

MORGAN, Louisa
Fantasy

HC

$39.99

PBK

$22.99

DEAD CROSS 02: DEATH DOESN’T BARGAIN

AVEN CYCLE 01: FROM UNSEEN FIRE

KENYON, Sherrilyn
Paranormal romance

MORRIS, Cass
The Dictator is dead; long live the Republic. But whose Republic
will it be? Senators, generals, and elemental mages vie for the power
to shape the future of the city of Aven. Latona of the Vitelliae,
a mage of Spirit and Fire, has suppressed her phenomenal talents
for fear they would draw unwanted attention from unscrupulous
men. Now that the Dictator is gone, she may have an opportunity
to seize a greater destiny, as a protector of the people – if only she
can find the courage to try. Latona’s path intersects with that of
Sempronius Tarren, an ambitious senator harbouring a dangerous
secret. Sacred law dictates that no mage may hold high office, but
Sempronius, a Shadow mage who has kept his abilities a life-long
secret, intends to do just that… The first in a series.
Alternate history/fantasy
PBK
$21.95

PBK

$19.99

SKULDUGGERY PLEASANT 11: MIDNIGHT
LANDY, Derek
YA fantasy

PBK

$14.99

THE CHANGELING
LAVALLE, Victor
When Apollo Kagwa was just a child, his father disappeared,
leaving him with recurring nightmares and a box labelled
‘Improbabilia’. Now, a successful book dealer, Kagwa has a family
of his own after meeting and falling in love with Emma, a librarian.
However, as the pair settle into their new lives as parents, exhaustion
and anxiety start to take their toll. Emma’s behaviour becomes
increasingly erratic, until one day she commits an unthinkable act,
setting Apollo on a wild and fantastical quest through a suddenly
otherworldly New York, in search of a wife and child he no longer
recognises. Joint Winner 2018 World Fantasy Award for Best Novel.
Fantasy
PBK
$22.99

BOOK OF THE ANCESTOR 03: HOLY SISTER
LAWRENCE, Mark
The much-anticipated conclusion of the trilogy, following Red Sister
and Grey Sister (PBK, $19.99 each).
Fantasy
TP
$29.99

CALA
LEGGE, Laura
Fantasy

TP

$32.99

MCDONALD, Ed
Galharrow may not be able to do much about the cult – or about
strange orders from the Nameless – but when Crowfoot’s arcane
vault is breached, and an object of terrible power is stolen; he’s
propelled into a race against time to recover it… The sequel to the
award-winning Blackwing (PBK, $19.99), which has had raves
from our customers!
Fantasy
PBK
$19.99

LUNA 03: MOON RISING
MCDONALD, Ian
A sequel to New Moon and Wolf Moon (PBK, $22.99 each).
Fantastic sf, recommended!
Science fiction
TP
$32.99

MACHINES LIKE ME
MCEWAN, Ian
An alternative 1980s London, where Britain has lost the Falklands
war, Margaret Thatcher battles Tony Benn for power and Alan
Turing achieves a breakthrough in artificial intelligence. In a
world not quite like this one, two lovers will be tested beyond their
understanding. Charlie, drifting through life and dodging full-time
employment, is in love with Miranda, a bright student who lives
with a terrible secret. When Charlie comes into money, he buys
Adam, one of the first batch of synthetic humans. With Miranda’s
assistance, he co-designs Adam’s personality. This near-perfect
human is beautiful, strong and clever – a love triangle soon forms…
Artificial intelligence
TP
$32.99

NEWBURY & HOBBES 05:
THE REVENANT EXPRESS

TP

$31.95

THEMIS FILES 03: ONLY HUMAN
NEUVEL, Sylvain
Science fiction

PBK

$19.99

HC

$49.95

FINDER
PALMER, Suzanne
SF caper

PBK

$19.99

MARTINE, Arkady
Ambassador Mahit Dzmare travels to the Teixcalaanli Empire’s
interstellar capital, eager to take up her new post. Yet when she
arrives, she discovers her predecessor was murdered. But no one
will admit his death wasn’t accidental – and she might be next.
Now, Mahit must navigate the capital’s enticing yet deadly halls
of power, to discover dangerous truths. And while she hunts for
the killer, Mahit must somehow prevent the rapacious Empire
from annexing her home: a small, fiercely independent mining
station… The first in a series, perfect for fans of John Scalzi,
Becky Chambers, and Frank Herbert’s Dune.
Science fiction
TP
$32.99

JIREL OF JOIRY
PBK

PARKER, K J
A colonel of engineers, Orhan has far more experience with bridgebuilding than battles, is a cheat and a liar, and has a serious problem
with authority. He is, in other words, perfect for the job. This is the
story of Orhan, son of Siyyah Doctus Felix Praeclarissimus, and
his history of the Great Siege, written down so that the deeds and
sufferings of great men may never be forgotten.
Fantasy
PBK
$22.99

ASHEN TORMENT 01: WITCHSIGN
PATRICK, Den
It has been seventy-five years, since the dragons’ rule of fire and
magic was ended. Out of the ashes, the Solmindre Empire was
born. Since then, the tyrannical Synod has worked hard to banish
all manifestations of the arcane from existence. However, children
are still born, bearing the taint of the arcane – known, to all, as
witchsign. Vigilants are sent out across the continent of Vinterkveld
to find and capture all those bearing the mark… The first volume
of a new trilogy from Patrick.
Fantasy
PBK
$22.99

WAKENHYRST
PAVER, Michelle
In Edwardian Suffolk, a manor house stands alone in a lost corner
of the Fens. Maud is a lonely child growing up without a mother,
ruled by her repressive father. When he finds a painted medieval
devil in a graveyard, unhallowed forces are awakened. Maud’s battle
has begun. She must survive a world haunted by witchcraft, the
age-old legends of her beloved fen – and the even more nightmarish
demons of her father’s past.
Horror
TP
$32.99

DARKEST SKIES 03: FROM DIVERGENT SUNS
PETERS, Sam
SF thriller

TEXICALAAN 01: A MEMORY CALLED EMPIRE

MOORE, C L
Golden Age Masterworks

MOTT, Jason
Post-apocalyptic

SIXTEEN WAYS TO DEFEND A WALLED CITY

RAVEN’S MARK 02: RAVENCRY

MANN, George
Steampunk

THE CROSSING

$22.99

TP

$32.99

NEVER-CONTENTED THINGS:
A NOVEL OF FAERIE
PORTER, Sarah
Prince and his fairy courtiers are staggeringly beautiful,
unrelentingly cruel, and exhausted by the tedium of the centuries –
until they meet foster-siblings Josh and Ksenia. Drawn in by their
vivid emotions and passion for life, Prince will stop at nothing to
possess them. Josh and Ksenia learn that the fairies’ otherworldly
gifts come at a terrible price – and they must risk everything,
in order to reclaim their freedom.
YA fantasy
HC
$26.99

GEEKERELLA FAIRY TALE 02:
THE PRINCESS AND THE FANGIRL
POSTON, Ashley
There is no such thing as a fake geek girl… what you love
matters… fandom can, and should, let you be who you really
are. The first in the series, Geekerella ($19.99), is also available,
in paperback, now.
YA fairy-tales retold/fandoms
PBK
$19.99

ALEX CRAFT 06: GRAVE DESTINY
PRICE, Kalayna
The first in this excellent series is Grave Witch ($21.95).
Urban fantasy
PBK

$21.95

SUMMERLAND

THE SECRET RUNNERS OF NEW YORK
REILLY, Matthew
When Skye Rogers and her twin brother Red move to Manhattan,
rumours of a coming global apocalypse are building. But this
does not stop the young elite of New York from partying, without
a care. And then, suddenly, Skye is invited to join an exclusive
gang known as the Secret Runners of New York. But this is no
ordinary clique – they have access to an underground portal that
can transport them into the future. And what Skye discovers, in
the future, is horrifying…
YA dystopia
PBK
$16.99

DREAMSCAPE TRILOGY 01:
THE MASTER OF DREAMS
RESNICK, Mike
Fantasy

HC

$49.95

REYNOLDS, Alastair
Fix the past. Save the present. Stop the future. 2080: at a remote
site on the edge of the Arctic Circle, a group of scientists,
engineers and physicians gather to gamble humanity’s future on
one last-ditch experiment. Their goal: to make a tiny alteration
to the past, averting a global catastrophe while at the same time
leaving recorded history intact. To make the experiment work,
they just need one last recruit: an ageing schoolteacher, whose late
mother was the foremost expert on the mathematics of paradox.
2028: a young woman goes into surgery for routine brain surgery.
In the days following her operation, she begins to hear another voice
in her head… an unwanted presence which seems to have a will,
and a purpose, all of its own – one that will disrupt her life, entirely.
The only choice left to her is a simple one. Does she resist…
or become a collaborator? A 176pp Tor.com novella.
Science fiction
PBK
$21.99

WINTER WORLD
RIDDLE, A G
The ice is coming. It was the last thing we expected, but the world is
freezing. A new ice age has dawned. Humanity has been forced to
confront its own extinction. Billions have fled the glaciers, crowding
out the world’s last habitable zones. They can run from the ice, but
they can’t escape human nature: a cataclysmic war is coming. In
orbit, a group of scientists are running the Winter Experiments, a
last-ditch attempt to understand why the planet is cooling. None of
the climate models they build make sense. But then they discover an
anomaly, an unexplained variation in solar radiation…
Science fiction
TP
$32.99

CARVE THE MARK 02: THE FATES DIVIDE
$19.99

SUN EATER 01: EMPIRE OF SILENCE
RUOCCHIO, Christopher
They remember him as a monster: the devil who destroyed a sun,
casually annihilating four billion human lives – even the Emperor,
himself – against Imperial orders. But Hadrian was not a hero. He
was not a monster. He was not even a soldier. Fleeing his father and
a future as a torturer, Hadrian finds himself stranded on a strange,
backwater world. Forced to fight as a gladiator and navigate the
intrigues of a foreign planetary court, he will find himself fighting
a war he did not start, for an Empire he does not love, against an
enemy he will never understand. This has had raves from customers.
Space fantasy
PBK
$22.99

CARLUCCI TRILOGY 01: DESTROYING ANGEL
RUSSO, Richard Paul
Cyberpunk (reissue)

TP

$24.95

GHOSTS OF GOTHAM
SCHAEFER, Craig
Irresistibly drawn to mysteries, if only to debunk them, reporter
Lionel Page exposes supernatural frauds, swindlers, and charlatans.
His latest case is an obsession – at least, for an ancient and wealthy
heiress: verify the authenticity of a lost Edgar Allan Poe. But the
shrewd Regina Dunkle offers more than money. It’s a pact. Fulfil her
request, and Lionel’s own notorious buried past will remain hidden.
It’s only when Lionel meets enigmatic stranger Madison Hannah,
his personal usher into the city’s secret history, that he realises he’s
being guided by a force, more powerful than logic…
Paranormal mystery
PBK
$22.99

HALFLIFE CHRONICLES 05: A WITCH IN TIME
SIMMONS, Wm Mark
Urban fantasy

HC

SMITH, E E ‘Doc’
Golden Age Masterworks

PBK

$22.99

THE LUMINOUS DEAD
STARLING, Caitlin
When Gyre Price lied her way into this expedition, she thought
she’d be mapping mineral deposits; and that her biggest problems
would be cave collapses and gear malfunctions. She also thought
that the fat paycheque – enough to get her off-planet, and on the
trail of her mother – meant she’d get a skilled surface team…
monitoring her suit and environment, keeping her safe. Keeping her
sane. Instead, she got Em. Em sees nothing wrong with controlling
Gyre’s body with drugs, or withholding critical information –
to ‘ensure the smooth operation’ of her expedition…
Horror-ish SF
TP
$29.99

GODBLIND 02: DARKSOUL
STEPHENS, Anna
Hope might yet bloom in the unlikeliest of places: in the heart
of a former slave, in the mind of a soldier with the eyes of a fox,
and in the hands of a general destined to be king. The sequel to
Godblind (PBK, $19.99).
Fantasy
PBK
$19.99

DELTA-V

PERMAFROST (NOVELLA)

ROTH, Veronica
The sequel to Carve the Mark (PBK, $19.99).
YA fantasy
PBK

LENSMAN 06: CHILDREN OF THE LENS

$49.95

SUAREZ, Daniel
When itinerant cave-diver James Tighe receives an invitation –
to billionaire Nathan Joyce’s private island – he thinks it must be
a mistake. But Tighe’s unique skill set makes him a prime candidate
for Joyce’s high-risk venture to mine a near-earth asteroid – with
the goal of kick-starting an entire off-world economy. The potential
rewards and personal risks are staggering, but the competition is
fierce and the stakes couldn’t be higher. Isolated and pushed beyond
their breaking points, Tighe and his fellow twenty-first century
adventurers must rely on each other, to survive…
Science fiction
HC
$49.99

SMOKE AND KEY
SUTTON, Kelsey
She has no idea who, or where, she is. Or why she’s dead. The only
clue to her identity hangs around her neck: a single, rusted key.
This is how she and the others receive their names – from whatever
belongings they had, when they fell out of their graves. None of
them remembers who they used to be…
YA fantasy
PBK
$16.99

STRANGE THE DREAMER 02:
MUSE OF NIGHTMARES
TAYLOR, Laini
The sequel to Strange the Dreamer (PBK, $16.99).
Fantasy
PBK

$16.99

CAGE OF SOULS
TCHAIKOVSKY, Adrian
The sun is bloated, diseased… dying, perhaps. Beneath its
baneful light, Shadrapar, last of all cities, harbours fewer than
100,000 human souls. Built on the ruins of countless civilisations,
Shadrapar is a museum, a midden, an asylum, a prison on a
world that is ever more alien to humanity. Bearing witness to the
desperate struggle for existence between life old and new is Stefan
Advani: rebel, outlaw, prisoner, survivor. This is his testament, an
account of the journey that took him into the blazing desolation
of the western deserts… He will meet with monsters, madman,
mutants. The question is, which one of them will inherit this Earth?
Science fiction
TP
$32.99

LITTLE EVE
WARD, Catriona
Gothic horror

PBK

$22.99

BLACK DAGGER BROTHERHOOD 17: THE SAVIOR
WARD, J R
Paranormal romance

TP

$29.99

STARFIRE 08: OBLIVION
WHITE, Steve & GANNON, Charles E
Military SF
PBK

$21.95

DRAGON’S LEGACY 02: THE FORBIDDEN CITY
WOLF, Deborah A
The Zeeranim must face not only their traditional, external
enemies; but treachery and betrayal, from within. A follow-up to
The Dragon’s Legacy (PBK, $19.99).
Fantasy
PBK
$19.99

THE BOOK OF JOAN
YUKNAVVITCH, Lidia
Fleeing the unending violence and the planet’s now-radioactive
surface, humans have regrouped to a mysterious platform – known
as CIEL – hovering over their erstwhile home. Out of the ranks of
the endless wars, rises Jean de Men, a charismatic and bloodthirsty
cult leader – who turns CIEL into a quasi-corporate police state.
A group of rebels unite to dismantle his iron rule – galvanised by
the heroic song of Joan, a child-warrior who possesses a mysterious
force that lives within her.
Science fiction
PBK
$19.99

